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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1.—The apple orchard fertilizer experiments described in this bulletin
are four in number and include 368 trees of various ages and con-
ditions.
2.
—All the trees in the experiments have been given clean cultivation
and cover crops throughout the duration of the experiments.
3.—Lack of soil fertility is not generally the limiting factor in apple
production in West Virginia.
4.
— Improper soil and orchard management such as lack of cultiva-
tion, of pruning, and of spraying are more often limiting factors
than is lack of fertility.
5.— It is doubtful if the average apple orchard in West Virginia needs
commercial fertilizers provided it is given good attention and a
system of cultivation with cover crops is practicea.
6.—The average cultivated young orchard in West Virginia is not
likely to respond to applications of commercial fertilizers suf-
ficiently to justify their use.
7.—There are many cultivated bearing orchards in West Virginia that
will not respond to the use of commercial fertilizers.
8.
—Old bearing trees on soil of low fertility, even though cultivated
annually and cover crops used, may respond profitably to liberal
applications of a desirable nitrogen-carrying fertilizer.
9.—No noticeable benefits have been derived from the use of potas-
sium in the orchards under observation.
10.—So far as can be observed the trees have received no direct
benefit ftom the applications of phosphorus. The value of phos
phorus seems to be mainly in promoting a greater growth of cover
crops and sod coverings.
11.—Phosphorus and potassium have had no effect on the color of the
fruit, nitrogen has delayed maturity of fruit and tree and has
indirectly inhibited color development.
12 —Young bearing apple trees on soil low in fertility probably will be
greatly benefited by the application of a nitrogen-carrying material
such as nitrate of soda.
13. The indications are that nitrogen applied In March or June is less
beneficial than if applied Just as the fruit buds are breaking,
usually the first of May.
14. Commercial fertilizers seem to be of value mainly as a substitute
for cultivation and cover crops, or as a tonic or quick restorative
for starved and devitalized trees.
15.—Trees making only a few inches terminal growth and with leaves
turning yellow early in the season should be supplied with some
quickly available form of nitrogen.
16. The soils of West Virginia contain small amounts of nitrogen and
phosphorus but large amounts of potassium. The amounts of
these elements in the soil are sufficient for many good crops of
apples The time may come when nitrogen and phosphorus will
be limiting factors in the production of apples.
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THE FERTILIZATION OF APPLE ORCHARDS
By
W. H. Alderman and H. L. Crane
The growth of plants has alwa)s claimed the interest of the phil-
osopher and the scientist. It now looms up before the economist as
the problem of the age, since it vitally concerns the food supply of the
world. The Greek philosopher, the agrarian writer of Rome, the
groping student of the fifteenth century, and the modern scientist
have all sought to solve the ni_\stcry of a iilant's growth and the
source of its food supply.
The efficiency of manure has always been more or less recognized
l:y the practical grower of plants, but it remained for Baron von
Liebig in 1840 to arouse the interest of the scientific world in the pos-
.vibilities of artificial or chemical fertilizers. It is little wonder that
those in charge of the newl\- organized experiment stations thirty
jears ago directed their first efforts, in the main, to a stud}' of fer-
tilizers and their use. It proved a weighty problem and, far from
being settled, has I)iin handed on to a new generation of investi-
gators.
The grower of fruit has long been interested in fertilizers anil
finite naturally, for he works in a highly developed and specialized
industry ; he belongs to a progressive group of farmers ; his product
is a delicate commodity, valuable enough to warrant unusual care
and attention in its production. As a result, the grower has invested
freely and enthu.siastically in all kinds of materials and devices to im-
prove the quality of his product. This statement is especially true
in regard to fertilizers. With artificial plant food materials he has
r.ttempted to increase the vigor of his trees, to increase the size of
his fruit, to make more delicious its flavor, and to paint its surface
with more delicate and richer colors. To these ends he has applied
limself, backed by the enthusiasm of the fertilizer manufacturers and
the slowly accruing knowledge and carefully guarded advice of exper-
iment station investigators.
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Oregon Experiment
As in the Ohio experiments, the Oregon tests were also arranged so as to
permit a study of the influence of fertilizers upon devitalized trees. ' In this
case, however, the orchards were under cultivation instead of in sod but liad
become depleted in fertility through constant tillage with no cover crops
returned to the soil. Here again the starved trees responded to applications
of nitrate of soda by out-yielding the check trees 11 to 1 in one orchard, and
in another orchard actually out-stripped the checks 24 to 1. Phosphorus and
potassium are reported as inactive in these orchards. Both Oregon and Ohio
call attention to the necessity of applying the fertilizer before the blossoms
open in order to get maximum results.
Maine Experiments
The experiments in Maine, as yet incomplete, are being conducted in a
cultivated orchard and accordin.t; to recent reports ' are showing no benefits
from any of the applications, including excessive nitrogen treatment. To quote
from an earlier report ": "No person ***** could detect differences whereby
he would be able to pick out the treated from the untreated rows."
Massachusetts Experiment
An experiment '° carried on for a number of years in a sod orchard in Mas-
sachusetts showed striking benefits from the use of manure, phosphorus, and
potassium. In this connection the sulphate of potash was more effective
than the muriate.
New Jersey Experiment
An experiment started in 1896 and reported on in 1911 " showed minor
gains from the use of all three elements of plant food, but is not very impres-
sive because of an obvious lack of uniformity between plots and individual
trees.
Woburn Experiments
The Woburn Station in England conducted experiments with manures
and commercial fertilizers in a cultivated orchard for fourteen years. At the
close of this period it is reported,':' that the effects did not extend 5 per cent
either way and that even this variation was doubtful. Nitrogen gave some
benefits in a few seasons and it was suggested that more positive action
might have resulted on poorer soils.
THE WEST VIRGINIA EXPERIMENTS
The experiments in West Virginia are fotir in number and in-
clude 368 trees of various ages and conditions. One contains old
bearing trees on very poor land, another begins with trees just plant-
ed on land of medium fertility, a third takes in young bearing trees
on fairly productive soil, and the fourth is comprised of young bear-
ing trees but in a starving condition on very poor soil. All have been
(7)—Oregon Agr. Exp. St.-i., Hnod River Sl.n. (1911-15).
Also Ore. Agr. Exp. Sta., Bui. 141 (UU7).
(8)—Maine Agr. Exp. Stil., Bill. 2C9.
(9)—Maine Agr. Exp. Sla., Bui. 2C0.
(10)—Mass, Agr. Exp. Sua., Report 26. Tart II, (1911).
(ID—New Jersey Station Report (1911).
(12)—Woburn Experiment Fruit Farm, Fourth aiul Fifth Annual Reports.
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given cultivation throughout the term of the experiment * so that
there is eliminated the unmeasurable influence of the grass crop. It
is immaterial in this connection whether grass in the orchard plays
the role of a mj'sterious criminal dealing in toxic poisons or merely
that of a brazen robber of soil moisture and plant food materials. In
any event it seemed Itest to eliminate its influence in the present
experiments.
It should he understood this luillctin docs not mark the cU)se of
the experiments as the work is still licing continued along the same
lines.
HISTORY OF THE EXPERIMENTS
In the spring of 1911 tlu' West Virginia Experiment Station
began an experiment on reju\enation in the Reynolds orchard at
Grape Island, Pleasants County, along the Ohio River. The soil
is a Dekalb silt loam generally recognized as being one of the poorer
soils of the State. In this particular orchard the soil was very poor,
had not been cultivated for some time, and supported onl\ a meager
growth of grasses and weeds. The twenty -year-old Rome trees
were making from one to three inches of growth, were filled \v\{\\
dead branches, and seemed to be upon the verge of starvation. It
seemed that this was an excellent opportunity to stud}- the effect
of fertilizers when applied to poor soils and devitalized trees. The
entire orchard was thoroughly pruned and sprayed and placed under
cultivation. At this point, a block of 120 trees was set aside for
purj)()S(s of the experiment. 'J'he block was then divided into five
dni)licated plots and treated as fallows:
riots
I
TrcatmenI "I. lis, piT
I I
PlotK 1 and 6 IMuriate of potash | 100
lAcid phos., 16%
I
375
N'itrate of soda "_1 17.-.'—
|
125
Plots 2 and 7 Acid phos., 16% | 375
Muriate of potash I 100
I I
iNltrale of soda
|
125
Plots 3 and 8 |AcId phos., 16% | 375
INltrale ~ot 'soda \ .JIJ—
I
125"
Plots 4 and 9 |Murlale of potash | 100
Plots 5 and lo|c;hecks |
•Tlic old orrlioril wn» wrdcd to clover cod diirinx the lo»t t«n yonr*.
" 1'lir'M' iiiji'Miiils uin' iloiiblFd In .015 iind llioroiillcr.
2.08
7.S
2.6
7.8
2.08
2.6
7.8
'2.6
2.08
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The a])])lii'ations \\'t'r(_- nuule I)}' se-attering- the materials umler
the trees toward the extremities of tlie branehes. The same amount
of a fertilizing material was used in each case regardless of the com-
hination in which it appeared. In 1911, sulphate of potash was used
instead of muriate, and in 1916 and thereafter the use of potash was
discontinued entirely in all the experiments because of shortage of
this material. Beginning in 1915, all applications were doubled in
an effort to intensify and make nn)re positive the eilfects of the treat-
ment. Cultivation was kept up until the fall of 1917 when the block
was seeded to red clover, and plowed under in the spring. The block
was again seeded to cIo\'er in the fall of 1^18, Cover crops of cow
peas were grown in 1911, 1912, 1914, and 1917. During other years
a volunteer cover of natural vegetation was allowed to stand. With
the exception of one year, 1911, the croj) of cow peas was light and
did not constitute a good cover. The fertilizers were applied during
the first two weeks in May each year except in 1918 when part was
applied earlier for comparisons. After the experiment was under
way it became clearly evident that Plot I, which was located in an
outside row with no guard, was in lictter vigor than the others and
was giving better yields because of its favorable location. As a
result this plot was di.scardcd.
The same year that work was started in the Reynolds orchard,
1911, another experiment was begun in an orchard at Sleepy Creek,
managed by S. H. Fulton. In this case the same variety, Rome, was
used liut the trees were only- yearling stock planted that spring.
The soil in this instance belongs to the Holston series and is known
as Holston silt loam. It is fairly high in fertility as indicated by
the accompanying anal}si.s and is considerable better tlian that in the
Reynolds orchard.
.\nalv.sis of Holston silt luani from sample taken adjacent to the
fertilizer block* is as fcillows:
Pounds per 2,000,000 lbs. Surface Si>il (Plow He ptll.)
Nitrogen Pliosph. Potassium r:u-l).>n Lime
Requircn\uilt
loam 2110 608 22840 27600 800
' From W. Va. Kxp. Sta. Bui. 1C8.
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The following plot series, 10 trees to the plot, was organized and
fertilized with the materials and amounts indicated. Cultivation was
kept up annually, fdllowcd liy indifferent clover or natural cover
crops.
Plot 1
I
Nitrate of soda—
I
Acid phos., 16%_
i
Plot 2 : Nitrate of soda—
i
Muriate of potash
i
Plot 3
I
Nitrate ot soda—
.
I
Acid phos., 16%-
I Muriate of potash
Plot 4 I Acid phos., 167c-
I
Muriate of potash
Plot .5 ' Check
I
Plot 6
i
Nitrate of soda..
I
Plot 7
I
Acid phos., 16%.
!
Plot 8 1 Muriate of potash
.75
1.25
1.00
1.75
1.5
2.5
.75
.5
1.00
.75
1.5
.75
1.25
.5
1.00
1.75
.75
1.5
2.5
1.25
.5
1.75
.75
2.5
.75 1.00 1.5
1.25 1.75 2.5
.5 .75
In the spring of 19K^ another experiment was hegun on the same
farm in a nine-year-old block of Crimes, Ben Davis, and York Im-
;>(rial. 'I'lio plots were arranged to run crosswise of the varieties so
that each pint contained five trees of each of the three varieties. The
jilots were arranged similarly to the young Rome series but two more
I hocks were added. The f<illc,\v:ii,u was their arrangeinent
:
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Plot 1
I
Check
Plot 2
Plot 3
Plot 4
Nitrate of soda
Acid phosphate, 16%
Nitrate of soda
Muriate of potash
Nitrate of soda
Acid phosphate, 16%
Muriate of potash
Plot 5
I
Acid phosphate, 16%
[
Muriate of potash __
Plot 6
!
Check
I
Plot 7
I
Nitrate of soda
Plot 8
I
Acid phosphate, 16%,.
1
Plot 9
I
Muriate of potash
I
Plot 10
1
Check
I
Lbs. per Tree
1.5
2.5
1.5
1.0
1.5
2.5
1.0
2.5
1.0
1.5
2.5
1.0
The use of potash was discontinued in 1916 and thereafter.
Tillage, followed l^y mediurn to poor clover cover crops, wa.s practiced
each year. The soil is also a Holston silt loam but is a little more
gravelly than in the block of young Rome trees and is a little lower
in fertilit}'. The trees were in good condition and making a satis-
faclorv but not heavy growth when the experiment was started.
The fmuth experiment reported in this bulletin was not begun
until 1917, and represents a simple test of the value of nitrate of soda
ill restoring vitality to young bearing trees on the verge of starvation
and on an extremely poor but cultivated soil. It also was located at
Sleepy Creek in another orchard managed bj' Mr. Fulton. The plots
were arranged in a series running from low to high nitrate appli-
cations accompanied by suitable checks. The soil in this case
belongs to the Upshur gravelly silt loam and is very low in fertility
as indicated liy the following analysis of a sample *taken on the
same farm but representing a somewhat more fertile section as judged
by the growth of cover crops.
From W. Va. Exp. Kla. Bui. ICS.
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Pounds per 2.000,000 Lbs. Surface Soil (Plow Depth)
_^
Lime
Nitrogen Phosphorous Potassium ', Carbon Requirement
Upshur gavelly
silt loam 1550 648 30120
EFFECTS OF FERTILIZATION ON TREE VIGOR
W'e shall deal with the effects of fertilizer applications from all
the experiments grouped under two general heads and considered
from two standpoints: effect upon tree growth and vigor, and
effect upon actual production or fruitfulness. The first to be studied
is the tree growth in the several orchards.
REYNOLDS ORCHARD (OLD ROME TREES)
Undouhtfilly the most accurate index of a tree's growth may be
found in the year-by-year increase in circumference of the trunk,
provided that care is exercised so as to make the measurements at
the same point on the trunk each year. There is value in other meas-
urements such as longitudinal twig and shoot growth, diameter of
shoot growths, etc., but the writers believe that the growth of the
trunk furnishes the safest criterion upon which to judge the vegeta-
tive development to a tree.
Unfortunately the trees of this l)lock were not measured at the
beginning of the experiment ami no growth measurements of any
kind were taken until 1916. In Table I, we find an indication of the
behavior of the se\eial plots after six years of treatment.
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Fig. 1.—Check Plot Showing Absence of Clover After Seeding.
TABLE I.—Effect of Fertilization on Trunk Circumference (Rey-
nolds Orchard).
Average Circuiii.
of Trunk in
Inches
1916
Discaraed
|
INit. Phos. Pot. -.35.16 37.48
|Nit. Phos. |34.25 36.77
INit. Pot. 133.4 35.39
jcheck [32.25 33.65
|Pot. Phos. [31.6 33.39
[Nit. Phos. Pot.— _|34.0 36.43
INit. Phos. |35.5 37.6
INit. Pot. 133.0 35.25
Check 31,3 32.75
Ills
38.27
37.76
36.14
34 31
33.66
37.32
38.62
35.61
33.21
37.79
38.19
35.87|
33.76
33.66
4.03 3.11 2, 7 3.21
4.43 3.51 3, 8 3.31
2.11 2.74 4, 9 2.67
2.06 5,10 1.98
-.10 2.06
3.32
3.12
2.61
1.91
6 2.06
1.23
1.33
.69
Manifestly it would be unsafe to assume that all the trees in the
experiment were the same size at the begfinninsf. since only precise
measurements could have established this premise. It is, however,
safe to assume that the}- were practically the same size, otherwise
ihev :\(iuld ha\e presented an appearance so lacking in uniformity
tliat the\- wiiuld ha\e l>een discarded for experimental purposes.
I'roceeding from this assumption it can be seen by inspection of
'iable I that during the nine years of treatments the trees to which
nitrogen was added have increased in circumference frnm two to four
inches more than have the check plots or I'lot (> wliich received phos-
])liorus and potassium but nn niti()c:cii. This assertion is sulistan-
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Fig. 2.—Plot lipccivi-cl XitioK.-n anil l'<itassiuiii. lint No (Idver Grew
After Seeding.
tiated by the records of measurements made from 1916 to 1919 when
a clear cut gain in circumference was made by the nitrogen plots
over the checks. It is clear that phosphorus contributed toward this
gain, for the nitrogen plots t(j wliich it had l)een added sluiwed approx-
imately double the gain of tiie nitrogen-potash plot. It will be
recalled that potash ai)plications were discontinueil for the last four
years so that the inllucnce of this material cannot be calculated.
Its effects ap])eared to be negati\e ])ricir tn I'MC).
Although no growth measurements were taken dining the first
five years we could, fortunately, in 1916 measure the annual extension
of twig growth for the preceding five years and thus from the trees'
own records read the history of their progress. Since, from the
standpoint of growth, there seemed to be only two general groupings
of plots, nitrated and non-nitrated, we selected 2 and 5 as typical
of the groups they represented anrl made careful measurements of
ten branches from each tree in tlusf plots.
TABLE II.—Effect of Fertilization on Terminal Twig Growth
(Reynolds Orchard).
I Lonislli of Ornwth in Inche:* | AtrriiR*
riola I Trcutm.iii mill 1912) l»i:i | I'Jll | lOlTi | leis | 1917
I
1918 | 1910 | for 9
2 INlt. Ph08. Fot.„| 4.79| 4.80] 6.6i;i3.8!) 14 27 13.43[lB.48|l6.2 I 7.16f 9.89
5 jCheck
]
4.04| 4.14| 4.96110.30111. 10| 9.541 8.34| 6.2 | 3.34| 6.88
I
I I I ; I I i I I
I|Galn Over (;heck|
.75| .66| ].05| 3.59| 3.17| 3.89| 7.14 4.0 | 3.82, S ill
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Fig. 3.—Both Rows Received Nitrogen. The One on the Left Was Treated
With Phosphorous and the One on the Right With Potassium.
Clover Followed Phosphorus.
The records here given are interesting from two standpoints.
First, they show that the fertilized plot began at once to creep stead-
ily, if slowly, ahead of the other and toward the close of the period
was making from four to seven inches longer growths than was the
check. The second point of interest is found in the yearly record of
the check plot where with merely good orchard management includ-
ing cultivation, pruning, and spraying, it practical!}' doubled its
annual growth.
TABLE III.—Effect of Fertilization on Terminal Twig Growth
(1918 and 1919, Reynolds Orchard)
IDlscarded
JNit. Phos. Pot.
Nit., PhoB.
|Nlt., Pot.
Check
iPhoB., Pot.
Nit., Phos., Pot
(Nit., Phos.
Nit., Phos.
Check
in Plots 1
1 9IS 1919 Inches
10.2 7.16 8.68 2, 7
9.7 7.36 8.03 3, 8
9.6 .5.68 7.64 4, 9
6.2 3.34 4.77 5, 10
7.3 4.60 5.95 6
9.8 7.06 8.43
10.2 6.99 8.59
9.3 6.66 7.98
6.2 3.59 4.89
Average | Average
Growth of
I
Gain Over
I
Duplicate ICheck in
iPlots in In's.
I
Inches
8.55
8.31
7.81
4.83
5.95
3.72
3.48
2.98
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To supplement Table II additional records of twig growth were
made in 1918 and 1919. These records correlate well with others
in showing marked influence of nitrogen and appreciable benefits
from phosphorus. It is quite possible that the apparent phosphorus
benefits are indirectly due to the effect of this element upon the early
cow pea cover crops and to the clover sod in 1918 and 1919. It will
be observed in Figures 2 and 3 that it was impossible to get a stand
of clover upon any plot that had not been treated with phosphorus.
A further record of effects of fertilizers upon vegetative develop-
ment is found in Table IV where the diameter of the head or spread
of branches is taken as a rough indication of bearing capacity.
TABLE IV.—Effect of Fertilization on Size of Tree (Reynolds
Orchard)
Average Diameter
of Head
In Feet
1 iDisoarrled | ( |
2 INit , Phos., Pot.l 20.91 I 22.75
[
3 |Nit., Phos. ^.J 20.12
|
22.77 I
4 INlt.. Pot. 20.52
I
21.37 (
.5 [Check
I
18.92 I 19.34 I
6 !pho9.. Pot. _..| 18.25 I 19.79 |
7 |Nlt.. Phos.. Pot I 19,00 I 22.17 !
8 INit., PhoB. : 21.08 1 23.72
|
9 INit., Pot. 19.16 I 21.45 |
10 ICheck i 18.16 20.22 I
• single plot averaRc, diiplicnte plot No. 1 dlscardcrl.
This table also indicates that the nitrogen-fed trees wire in-
creasing in size and presumably in bearing capacity more raiiidly
than the others, especially where phosphorus also was used. At the
close of the ])eriod these plots had a spreafl of branches ap])roximateIy
three feet greater than the cliccks and phnsphordtis-potassiuni p1ot.<.
1.84 2.51 1.27
2.65 2.65 1.41
.85 1.57 1.33
.42 1.24
1.54 1.5t* 1.30*'
3.17
2.64
2.29
2.06
'
22.46 2.69
23.25 3.47
21.41 1.63
19.78
19.79* .01
Fulton Orchard (Young Rome Trees)
During tlie seasons of 1911 and 1912, the young trees in this ex-
periment were carefully observed but absolutely no difference that
tniglit be ascribed to the fertilizer treatment could be scon lielween
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the plots. Beginning in 1913 nieasui-enients were taken i)f the nat-
ural growth of each tree to see whether or not there might be slight
differences not readily distinguishable by the eye alone.
In Table V is shown a summary of the average trunk circumfer-
ence in each plot and the total gain in the seven years. Kvery tree
in the experiment was measured at a certain point each year to secure
these figures which represent the size of the trunk at the close of
the season indicated.
TABLE V.—Effect of Fertilization on Trunk Circumference (Young
Rome)
Circumference of 'rnnil< in Indies
1
Increase
in
Indies
of
Circum.
in
6
Years
Gain
in
Indies
Over
Clicclt1
I'll. is Treatment 19i:i 1914 1913 1916 1917 191S 1919
1 Nit., Phos.
2 Nit., Pot.
3 INit., Phos., Pot.—
4 Phos., Pot.
5
1 Check - -
4.10
4.11
4.85
4.64
3.84
1
5.92| 7.87
5.78 7.35
6.40 8.52
6.17 7.76
5.58 7.12
6.05| 7.70
6.441 8.25
6.701 8.60
J
9.15
8.27
9.61
8.48
7.87
8.50
9.08
9.27
11.53
9.70
11.75
9.96
9.20
9.07
10.80
10.67
13.86
12.10
14.58
12.07
11.20
12.05
12.80
12.55
14.85
13.91
16.55
14.39
12.76
13.72
14.41
14.12
10.75
9.80
11.70
9.75
8.92
9.36
9.74
S.92
1.83
.88
2.78
.83
6 INit.
7 (Phos.
8 Pot.
4.36
4.67
5.20
.44
.82
0.00
These data seem to indicate that during the seven-year period
the nitrogen and phosphorus treatments were of benefit especially
v,hen used in combination, and that potassium was wholly ineffective
It must be borne in mind, however, that even the best gains are not
very impressive when spread over a seven-year period. When con-
sidered in connection with Tables VI and VII the conclusions are
still less obvious.
To secure the data on the length of the annual shoot or twig
growth, ten normal shoots were measured on each tree and their
lengths averaged to secure the average for the tree. The chance for
error is unquestionably greater here than in measuring trunks but
where there are decided difTerences of growth this method is reason-
ably accurate. It will be observed that the checks trees made a
satisfactory growth and the increases made by the treated plots were
for the most part comparatively slight.
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TABLE VI.—Effect of Fertilization on Shoot Growth (Young
Rome)
Average Growlh in Inches
1914
I
1915
I
1916 1 1917 1 191S | 1919
1 Nit, Phos.
2 Nit., Pot.
3 Nit., Phos.
4 Phos., Pot
5 Check -—
6 ' Nit.
7 1 Phos.
8 Pot.
.„ 22.47
_-_ 23.14
.-_ 28.84
— 23.31
.--[24.76
.
—
123.46
—
122.41
.—122.00
I I
38.80 35.87111.46 12.98 13.38
32.40 34.82 14.67117.44 14.49
37.80 36.00|15.20|15.93 13.63
30.83 28.94116.27115.54113.10
31.04 27.78|15.06|13.82 12.97|
33.58|35.36tl6.15|17.54 13.67|
34.26[29.44|13.84!14.20 12.59|
36.20131.29116. 39I13.77I12. Oil
I I I I I
22.49
22.82
24.56
21.33
20.90
23.29
21.12
21.94
1.59
1.92
3.66
.43
2.39
.22
1.04
It will be observed that wherever nitrogen entered the combina-
tion a small increase in growth resulted. The table does not check
fully with Table V in that here are apparently additional gains due
to both phf)sphorus and potassium. The fact that Plot 4 where these
two elements appear in combination falls short of Plot 8 where potas-
sium is used alone leads one to tliiiik tliat the variation is accidental
rather than due to the treatment.
For three years records of the diameter of the annual twig or
shoot growth were taken on the assumption that vigorous trees would
put out a strong, st(jcky growlh and tliat in weaker trees the growth
would be more willowy.
TABLE VIL—Effect of Fertilization on Diameter of Shoot Growth
(Young Rome)
|Nlt., Phos.
JNlt., Pot.
Nil.. Phos.. Pot..
(Phos.. Pot.
ICheck
INIt.
IPhos.
IPot.
Dh.ni. >( Shoot I
n Inclii's
roHlh
AvoriiKO DIarn.
of Shoot
Crowlh in
Indies,
;i Years
Inches
IIIKI 1 I!M1 ini-
Over Ch
.291 .307 .338 .312 .063
.276 .280 .298 .281 .032
.281 .314 .315 .303 .054
.222 .245 .278 .248 .001
.236 .251 .262 .249
.280 .320 .293 .297 .048
.240 .249 .288 .259 .010
.232 .273 .318 .274 .025
This table shows a slight I>ut rather consistent increase wlierever
nitrogen was used either alone f)r in combination. The three tables
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taken together rather indicate some vegetative stimulation from ni-
trogen and a less pronounced effect from phosphorus, but the benefits
from potassium noted prior to 1916 are altogether lacking.
Anyone visiting the orchard after nine years of fertilization will
have great difficulty in distinguishing one plot from another. At
times during the last five years the nitrated blocks have displayed a
healthier foliage with leaves somewhat larger and darker than those
on the other plots. Most assuredly the slight increase in vigor and
size of these young trees is not sufficient to jusify the use of fer-
tilizers.
Fulton Orchard (Young Bearing Trees)
Careful growth measurements were taken from the beginning
of this experiment with the young bearing apples. The trunks were
measured at the beginning of the test and each year since. As each
plot contains three varieties, Grimes, Ben Davis, and York Imperial,
it really makes a triplicate series of plots of five trees each. Since
there is not a consistent reaction to the several treatments from all
three varieties the data are rather fully shown and then summarized
jjy throwing the three series together.
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TABLE VIII.—Effect of Fertilization Upon Trunk Circumference
Variety—Grimes
Circumference of Trunk in Indies
Check |11.27|12.16il3.62
Nit., Phos.
I
9.82|ll.00|l3.5
Nit., Pot. I10.69J11. 84,13.19
8.43|rj.0G|11.19
11.11 13,12 14.50
10.90J12.06jl3.53
10.35|12.06jl3.16
10.56!ll.S2il2.90
ll.iejll. 65112.85
10.01 11. 65|12.77
10.72 ll.95jl3.30
Nit., Phos., Pot.
Phos., Pot.
Check
Nit,
Phos.
Pot.
Check
Average of all Checks
1915
16T5^
16.17
15.75
13.91
17.85
15.93
15.91
15.72
15.25
15.35
15.92
1917
I
1918
I
191ft!
I I
17.37|19 06j20.06|20.84|
17.37]1942
16.53|18 00
14.84|16.31
18.55120.00
17.22118.68
16.81118.37
16.60118.70
16.22,17.40
16.60]17.85
17.06118 53
21.75|22.75
19.50120.59
18.00 19.37
21. 65122.72
20.06 21.09
19.68121.00
19.00119.85
18.50
19.00
19.68
19.35
19.971
20.631
9.571
12.93|
9.90|
10.94|
11.611
10.191
10.65]
9.29|
8.19
9.96
9.90
3.03
0.00
1.04
1.71
.75
-.61
-1.71
Variety—Ben Davis
Check
I
9.86I10.15|11.25|13.95I14.52|15.10
Nit., Phos. I11.15!l2.15!l3.1l|l4.45 17.57118,70
Nit., Pot. jll,32112,22il3,18|16 31 17.37il8,93
Nit,, Phos.. Pot 111,6413,47 14. 60;i7.22|l8, 22119,75
Phos., Pot. I 9, 11|10,10 11,6514,65116,02117 45
Check 110.88112,55 13,S2117.27]18.47119,55
Nit,
I
9,70:i2.12il3, 52:16,47117. 80119.75
Phos. ! 9,86'12,02J13,40116,84|17,77|19,50
Pot |11,62I13,02]14,00|16,87I18,10|19,45
Check ill,82'13, 32114, 45!17, 02117, 9 118,95
Average of all Checks|10,85112,00113, 17116, 09116,96117,86
17.15 18.47 8.611
20.95 22.57 11.421 1,58
20.68 22.85 11.53 1.69
21.20 23.15 11.51 1.G7
19.10120.92 11.811 1,97
21.30122,42 11.54|
21,45'23.20 13.501 3,66
20,65122,25 12,391 2,55
20,95121.87 10,25| .41
20.15 21.21 9,391
19.53 20.70 9,841
Variety—York Imperial
Check |12,25114,07|15.65|18,60119,!
Nit,, Phos. 9.74lll.90|l3.35|16.35|l7.'
Nit, Pot 111, 27|l2. 67113, 95116, 87118,1
Nit,. Phos,. Pot 111.66113, 20114. 52117,40|18.:
Phos. Pot.
I
9 SO n,50'13.07'15,12'16,l
Check 13.12: 15.27I17,22120,42'21,'
Nit 111. 201 12,90114.26117.22118
Phos. ! 9,35111,0712 00 14.95 if;
Pot
I
9,llil0,77'l 1.75 14.35115.
Check
I
9,70|11.28'12.56 14.7S;ii^
Average of all rhpcks|11.69113,54|15,141l7.93]ll
,90121,85 23.70 24.35 12.10
,7711990 22.05 23.32 13.58 1,83
,00120 20 22.50 23.60 12 33 .58
.35119.85 22,75 23.90 12.24 .49
,97118.45 19.85 20,621 10,821 -93
,70123.65I25,25'26,20| 13,081
,31I20.50122,1S]24,00| 12,80| 1,05
,77^16. 90118. 25'19,37| 10,021 -1,73
.12I16.30'17. 40,18, 25! 9,14| -2.61
94117.50118,69119,781 10,081
.18 21,00 22.54|23.44| 11.75|
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TABLE IX.—Effect of Fertilization on Trunk Circumference
(Grimes, Ben Davis, York Imperial)
Summary of 8 Years' Work
Total IiuTease uf Trunk in Inches
iCheck
I 9.57J
JNit., Phos. I 12.93|
|Nit., Pot. 9.901
jNit, Phos., Pot. 10.94]
IPhos., Pot.
I
11.61
ICheck
1
10.191
[Nit.
[
10.651
jPhos.
I
9.29|
IPot.
I
8.19|
9.96
9.90
8.61|
11.42
11.53
11.51
11.81
11.541
13.50
12.10
13.58
12.33
12.24
10.82
13.08
12.80
ICheck
(Average of all Three Checks
12.39| 10.02
10.25| 9.14
9.39| 10.08
9.841 11.75
10.09
12.64
11 251
11.56|
11.41
11.60
12.3ll
10.56|
9.19|
9.81
10.50
tu
2.14 255
.75 1.16
1.06 -.04
.91 -.19
1.81 .71
06 -1.04
-1.31 -.62
It is clear that there is no conspicuous or otitstanding gain for
any material or combination of materials. The two highest plots
of the Ben Davis series are among the lowest in the other two. Plot 2
carrying nitrogen and phosphorus has ranged high all the way through
and ranks highest in the summary but it is difficult to understand
why Plot 4 has not done as well since the potassium was left out of
its combination after the thiid'ycar. As a matter of fact we should
have expected it to do lictter since it is located nearer the middle
of the l^lock where the check indicates that the soil conditions are
slightly better than on the edges. It might be considered that there
is a slight theoretical benefit from nitrogen since every plot to which
it was applied exceeded the checks in the summary and in all but one
instance in the detailed tables. Tiiis gain is so slight, however, that
it comes well within the range of experimental error and should
ijrohably be greatly discounted.
When we consider the effects of the treatments upon the length
of the twig growth we are still confused. It is possible that nitrogen
should be credited with a small gain since it excelled in all but one
instance where it was applied and corroborated exactly its record
with trunk increases. It is a fact, however, that if one should go to
the orchard it would be utterly impossilile to distinguish one plot
from another. In other words, the differences are so slight tliat
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Tlot .-,. 2i,i I,l)s. Aciil riios.
1 I,l>. Miirintp I'ot. |XT 'lYoe
I'll. I i;, cii.-. k 11 . 1 I.. \i
Fig. 4. -Tlieso Pictures Were Taken Ort. 6, 1!llO. At This Time tlie Trees Were
15 Years Old And Had Been Fertilized For 6 Years.
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they were detected only after measuring and averaging 9,000 twigs
during six of the seven vears*.
TABLE X.—Effect of Fertilization on Sfioot Growth of Trees
Variety—Grimes
Treatment riot No.
1
Growth in Inches
Average
in
Inches
iches
icrease
ver
Av-
rage
of
hecks
1913 1914 1 1916 1 1917 1 1918 1919
Check
Nit., Phos.
Nit., Pot.
Nit., Pot., Phos.
Phos., Pot.
Check
Nit.
Phos.
Pot.
Check
|13.80|10.60|18.20J 9.00]
17.23il6.73|22.26
9.07 9.60118.25
11.571 8.61 23.20
14.86 13.31121.52
15.37|11.37j21.85
13.62|11.30|21.30111.27
|10.50|10.26jl9.241 9.70
I
9.74|10.04|18.64| S
I
7.89110.38120.44110.92
Ave. all Checks 1, 6, 10 12.35 10.78 20.16 9.87
Variety—Ben Davis
Check
Nit., Phos.
Nit., Pot.
Nit, Pot., Phos.
Phos., Pot.
Check
Nit.
Phos.
Pot.
Check
Ave. all Checks-
1 11.20 9.15 15.64 10.7 7.6 6.00
2 12.04 10.38 20.56 11.42110.00 7.10
3 10.10 9.68 18.90 11.5 10.40 9.70
4 11.60 10.55 19.36 10.82 10.26 9.14
5 11.12 11.07 17.76 10.42 11.64 8.18
6 10.5 11.76 19.68 10.82 8.02 5.70
7 11.46 12.45 22.68 11.6 10.58 8.58
8 11.18|11.92 21.16 11.96 8.58 6.05
9 8.25110.86 19.20 10.16 7.32 4.44
10 7.22I10.35I16.84 10.68 7.28 5.80
1, 6, 10 9.64 10.41 17.38 10.73 7.63 5.83
10.05
11.91
11.71
11.95
11.69
11.08
12.89
11.81
10.04
9.69
10.27
1.64
1.44
1.68
1.42
2.62
1.54
-.23
Variety—York Imperial
Check
Nit., Phos.
Nit., Pot.
Nit., Pot., Phos.
Phos., Pot.
Check
Nit.
Phos.
Pot.
Check
17.78|14.82|20.64|10.36l 6.16
15.06|13.02|22.84112.14'| 7.44
14.28|n.76|21. 48111.721 8.46
[11.56 11.34121.28111.761 7.6
12.08|14.1 (19.321 9.661 6.4
13.14115.73119.161 9.96
10.85111.7 122.5 111.3
I
8.82|10. 52117.041 9.66
8.341 9.61116.881 9-'*8
9.17111.11118.1
I
9.57 4.9
Ave. all Checks |1, 6, 10|13.36|13.88|19.30| 9.96) 5.38
5.1
6.25
5.00
4.6
5.50|
7.421
9.84|
9.00
5.04
4.16
7.70
4.28
4.54(
5.251
4.971
12.54
12 98
12.92
12.09
11.10
11.21
11.71
9.22
8.91
9.68
11.14
1.84
1.78
.95
.04
.57
-1.92
-2.23
nunt of an early iiruning given the
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TABLE XI.—Effect of Fertilization on Annual Twig Growth of
Grimes, Ben Davis, and York Imperial
(For 6 Years)
6-Tear Average TwiB (ii
I Grimes
Check
]
10.69
Nit., Phos.
I
13.86
Nit, Pot. 10.64
Nit., Phos., Pot. 12.52
Phos., Pot. 12.32
Check 12.00
Nit.
I
12.71
jPhos.
I
10.35
Pot.
I
9.59
[check
I
10.41
lAverage all Checks
|
11.03
York All Three
Ben Daris Imperial Varieties
10.05 12.54 11.09 1
11.91 12.98 12.91 1
11.71 12.92 11.75 1
11.95 12.09 12.18
11.69 11.10 11.70
11.08 11.21 11.43
12.89 11.71 12.43
11.81 9.22 10.46
10.04 8.91 9.51
1
9.69 9.68 9.92
1
10.27 11.14 10.81
2.10
.94
1.37
89.
1.62
-.35
-1.30
To sum up Ijricfly the effects of fertilizers upon the production
of wood {jrowth in the three experiments thus far described we can
say that nitrogen is the only element of plant food that has shown
I)o;'itive effects worth considering, except in some cases phosphorus
in combination with nitrogen has given indications of benefits but
these indications are not sufficiently marked to warrant positive
deductions. It was only in the old and starved orchard that the gains
from nitrogen were sufficient!}' marked to justify from an economic
standpoint the use of this material as a fertilizer. Young orchards
under cultivation making a fair growth have nf)t responded to any
fertilizer application sufficiently to justify its use in increasing the
wood growth and size of the tree.
Effects of Fertilization On Foliage
In the Reynolds orchard one can tell the plots which have re-
ceived nitrogen as far as the}' can be seen because of the darker color
of the foliage. The check rows and those receiving only jihosphorus
and potassium carry a sparse, thin, yellowish foliage with leaves
scarcely more than half the size of those from the nitrated plots.
In tlie younger orchards tlicse differences are not so clearly apjiarent
;.iid aj)pear only in a poor growing season such as was 1917. During
that year the Reynolds orchard was very heavily infected with cedar
rust (Gyiinio.iponiiif/iuia juiiij)rri-vir(/iiiuiii(ir, Schweinitz) and the
Fulton orchard with leaf spot (Spluiervp.sis mulorum. Peck.) The
larger and greener leaves in the nitrate plots were as badly infected
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as were tliose in the checks Ijut appeared to be imicli niu'-e resistant
to the ravages of the diseases after infection actually occurred. The
same number of spots that would cause a leaf to fall in a non-nitrogen
plot would not seriously afifect the larger and stronger leaf in the
nitrogen-fed area.
EFFECTS OF FERTILIZATION ON FRUITFULNESS
Our one object in a fruit tree is to produce fruit. In the final
analysis the practical grower is going to justify his use of commercial
fertilizers by their effect on the amount of fruit produced, regardless
of their effects upon leaf color, twig growth, or size of tree. In study-
ing the question of fruitfulness we shall consider two things : amount
cf bloom produced and amount of fruit harvested. The bloom indi-
cates a disposition upon the part of the tree to produce fruit and in
some respects might be a better index of the value of a fertilizer
than would the actual fruit produced, for sometimes the crop is
affected subsequent to blooming by frosts, storms, insects, or disease.
As a general proposition, however, the fruit is of greater interest
since fertilizers are supposed by many to aft'ect the power of a tree
to set and develop fruit after the bloom has been produced.
Reynolds Orchard (Old Rome Trees)
Blooming records were not taken in this orchard prior to 1913
and were missed in 1917 because of pressure of other work. The
accompanying table is of interest in that it shows a small but uniform
increase in percent of bloom in favor of the nitrogen plots and a still
smaller increase in phosphorus-potassium plot. It must be borne
in mind that nowhere in the bulletin, except in Table XIII, do bloom-
ing records represent actual numbers of flowers but rather the percent
of "a full bloom averaged from each tree in the plot. It is clearly
evident that two trees with the same percent of bloom might bear
widely diiifercnt crops if one tree is larger than the other and has a
greater bearing capacity. The records of bloom is an attempt to
measure a tree's intention to produce fruit rather than its cajiacity.
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TABLE XII.—Effect of Fertilization On Percent of Bloom
(Reynolds Orchard)
2 INit., Phos., Pot.
I
86.3
3 Nit., Phos.
1
88.3
4 [Nit, Pot.
I
84.1
5 Check
|
80.4
6 [Phos., Pot.
I
88.6
7 jNit., Phos., Pot. 86.3
8 INit., Phos. 82.5
9 iNit., Pot. 82.5
10 iCheck 84.5
I
IV-rc-ent of Bloom
I
191 5
I
1916
I
1918
I
1919
95.9
Aver- 1 Average
age
I
Dupl. Plots
15
18
50
40
45
75
75
75
75
20.2 I 56.3
I
I
86.7
I
23.1
I
54.0
1
I
90.4
I
20.7
I
61.3
]
71.
I
12.8
I
51.1
1
I
82.3
I
17.4
I
58.3
|
I
89.5
I
19.5
I
67.6
I
93.3
I
25.
I
69.0
|
I
72.1
I
16.7
1
61.6
I
67.3
I
8.2
I
58.8
I
61.9
61.5
61.5
55.0
58.3
'J"o sii])i)li.'inent the records of bloom in 1918 the actual set was
recorded for a few luindred flowers in each plot. The single year's
record is of course ntH conclusive and is given here merely for what
it is worth. The same data will appear later in a discussion of the
\alue ci\ early and late applications of fertilizers.
TABLE XIII.—Effect of Fertilization On Set of Fruit (1918)
10
•I'n-alnifrit
o 5
5S
1
is
i5tO
1
5
Average
No.
Counted
Dupl.
Plots
Average
No.
Set
in
Dull
Plots
Nit., Phos., Pol.*
Nit., Phos.
720
623
668
676
612
597
667
469
425
42
40
21
24
18
26
46
16
10
2, 7
3, 8
4, 9
5, 10
6
659
645
569
551
612
34
43
18.5
17.
18
5.16
6.66
Nit., Pot.* 3.25
Check
Phos., Pot.*
3.08
2.94
Nit., Phos., Pot.*
Nit., Phos.
Nit, Pot.*
Check
• No potaHh was applied to these plots after 1915.
There seems to be some indication that the comhination of nitro-
gen and phosj)horus has been cfTective in increasing the set of fruit
but that eitlier of the elements when used alone is ineffective. Tin's
could hardly be accepted as a coiulusion since the test covers onlv
one year and the effect f)f earlier applications of potash can
only be assumed to be inactive.
We will ])rocccd now to the record of the fruit crops for the nine
years. It should be said at the outset that the Reynolds orchard is
made up of a solid planting of Rome and that this variety, in common
with most others, is partially self sterile. For this reason ihc j'ields
have been light in this orchard except in seasons favorable to pollin-
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ation and fertilization. No crop was borne in 1911, the first year of
the experiment, and in 1913 the crop was destroyed by a late freeze.
TABLE XIV.—Effect of Fertilization On Total Yield of Fruit
(Reynolds Orchard)
Yields in Bushels
Nit., Phos., Pot.
Nit, Phos.
Nit, Pot.
Check
Phos., Pot
Nit, Phos., Pot.-
INit., Phos.
Nit, Pot.
Check
1
3
3
39.3| 9.6
127.4
128.0
110.5
87.
S
82.4
92.7
124.3
78.8
71.2
34.0
31.7
51.4
40.0
46.0
65.7
83.2
48.3
45.3
74.7
92.5
59.5
24.5
24.7
66.5
90.3
48.6
22.6| 39. 5J 31.25
131.4
145:5
137.5
54,8
54,5
105.8
158
91.5
to P.W J5 m 5
<oS «
o
96.25
124.25
73.00
46.25
34.25
72.50
96.50
51.50
552.65
580.75
495.90
310.55
296.45
471.40
637.40
374.50
258.75
512.02
609.07
435.20
284.65
*296.45
227.37
324.42
150.55
* Only plot 6 represented in this record.
It is seen in Table XIV that the yields of the plots correlate very
closely with the records of tree growth. In other words it is clear
that nitrogen has increased the yield and that when phosphorus has
been added the gain is somewhat further amplified. Potassium when
used early in the experiment was apparently of no benefit. The crops
in this orchard have been so light that the dififerences in relative
yield between plots ought not to be regarded too seriously for the
low yields have made possible a high probable error. For instance,
there is no reason why Plots 3 and 8 should have so heavily out-
yielded Plots 2 and 7. We at once raise the question whether the
increase is sufificient to justify the cost of fertilization. Table XV
will throw some light on this point,
TABLE XV.—Average Amount and Cost of Fertilizers* Used Per
Plot in Nine Years (Reynolds Orchard)
2
13 o
Lbs.
Acid Phos
3 = H.2 66»S
2, 7 875 2625 300 89.26 39.2
3, 8 875 2625 78.76 24,2
4, 9 875 300 49.88 33.1
5, 10
6 300 49.88 422.7
Computed upon a basis of nitrate of soda. $00.00 per ton; 167o acid phosphato, $30.00 p^r ton;
and muriate of potash $70.00 per ton applied to the orchard The potash price is purely ficti-
tious and represents what may be the normal price when war conditions have ceased to exist.
* No potash was applied after the fifth year.
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It is evident from Table X\^ that even the most expensive com-
I>ination making a complete fertilizer could have been applied at a
profit at present prices of fruit although the margin of profit might
have been narrow. The writers are of the opinion that had it been
[lossible to supply suitable pollination for the block by introducing
other varieties as pollenizers the yields would have been greatly in-
creased and the profits from the applications correspondingly greater.
It is of interest to note the relation of the fertilizer treatments in
regard -to size of fruits. In Table XVI the crops for six years have
been divided into three grades based upon size alone. From this
table it is clear that the plots divide themselves into the two general
groups we have seen more or less clearly before ; that is, nitrogen and
non-nitrogen plots. In the former group we find more than 70 per-
cent of the crop running over 2j.^ inches in diameter as against 60
percent of the latter group. This is balanced to some extent in the
2j4-inch to 2^-inch group while there seems to be little or no dif-
ference in the percentage of culls from any of the plots.
TABLE XVI.—Effect of Fertilization On Size of Fruit*
(Reynolds Orchard)
PloU
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
s
9
10
2.7
.-i.S
4.9
5, 10
6«*
Discarded
Nit., Phos., Pot.
Nit., Phos.
Nit., Pot.
Check
Phos., Pot.
Nit., Phos., Pot.
Nit., Phos.
Nit, Pot.
Check
Nit., Phos., Pot.
Nit., Phos.
Nit., Pot.
Check
Phos., Pot.
I
I
I
2,7 jNlt., Phos., Pol.
S. 8 Nit., Phos.
iNlt., Pot. —
ICheck --
IPhos., Pot. - —
4,9
), 10
6
• Cropji of 1914. 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918, and
••Amount doubled to make comparable to
318.35
384.80
266.30
154.8.5
140.10
265.45
382.30
223.60
126.20
583.80
767.10
489.90
281.05
280.20
Bushels
|2'4"to2'^"|
I
I
75.30
I
61.20
I
78.65
I
72.15
I
I
58.10
I
I
56.50
I
I
85.80
I
35.90
I
I
46.10
I
I
131.80
I
I
147.00 I
I 124.55
I
I
118.25
I
I
116.20
rcroont
I
Percent I
2V4" I'p I 2<^"to2%'n
Bushels
(0 2H"
Total Crop
In Bu.
For 6 Years
42.70
41.50
28.20
22.30
22.60
28.25
50.25
20.90
18.90
70.95 786.55
91.75 1005.85
49.10 663.55
41.20 440.50
45.20 441.60
Percent
to 2%"
74.22
I
76.26
I
73.83
63.45
I
63.45
I
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It ha.s long been claimed that color of fruit could be affected bene-
ficially or adversely by proper attention to fertilization. In recent
\ ears the tendency has been to ascribe intensity of color on red fruits
to stinshine. As a result of the past nine years' work with peaches
and apples in West Virg-inia the writers are thoroughly convinced
that color development is purely a question of light and sunshine.
It is frequently indirectly affected by fertilizers when a rank growth
from nitrogen-fed trees will shade the fruits so that the color does not
develop. This involves merely the necessity for systematic pruning.
In the Reynolds orchard the nitrate plots have always produced fruits
less highly colored than those of the other plots although as a rule
this color developed satisfactorily if they were allowed to hang on
the trees a little later or when the pruning was properly done, but in no
case did the color quite equal that of the non-nitrogen plots. In
1916 and 1917 the green fruit from the nitrogen plots was so plentiful
that it was graded out by itself. During these two years the orchard
had been unpruned and the leaves in the nitrate plots were very dense.
In Table XVII one can see the results in this extreme case of under-
coloring. In grading the fruits all apples with less than one-fourth
the surface colored were classed as green. It seems that about 25
percent less of the crop on the nitrogen plots was well colored than
on the non-nitrogen plots.
TABLE XVII.—Effect of Fertilization On Color (Reynolds Orchard)
j_ Duplicate Plots 1
Treatment
Bushels
Well
Co
Truit,
1916,
19
Bushels
Greeu Trult,
1916,
19
Bushels
Well Colored
Fruit
Bushels
Green
Fruit
Percent
Well
Col
Fruit,
1
2
3
4
5
G
7
8
9
10
Discarded
Nit., Phos., Pot.__
Nit., Phos.
Nit., Pot.
Check
Phos., Pot.
Nit., Phos., Pot
Nit., Phos.
Nit, Pot
Check
52.1
55.2
45.3
43.5
46.6
62.7
78.2
50.0
39.1
35.2
42.0
27.3
6.2
10.2
45.0
65.5
46.8
11.5
58.9
66.7
47.7
41.3
46.6
40.1
53.8
37.1
8.9
10.2
59.4
53.7
56.2
82.2
82.0
Prior to 1916 no attention had been paid to drop apples as it
was assumed that the amount in each plot would be proportionate
to the total quantity of fruit in each plot. Beginning in 1916, how-
ever, the drops were gathered separately and a record was made of
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the amount from each plot. With here and there an exception (such
as Plot 4 in 1918), that was apparently due to some unknown cause
other than the fertilizers, there seemed to lie no decided differences
between the behavior of the plots.
TABLE XVIII.—Effect of Fertilization On Drops (Reynolds Or-
chard, 1916, 1917, 1918)
e^Q
INlt., Phos., Pot.—
Nit., Phos.
[Nit., Pnt.
iCheck
iPhos., Pot.
Nit, Phos.. Pot. —
jNit., Phos.
JNit., Pot.
ICheck
10.4 .. n. 33.9 31.2
1
8.5 7.5 16.5 32.5 33.5
1
17.5 6.3 40.0 63.8 45.6 1
8.5 1.0 6.0 15.5 13.8
1
8.2 .4 4.4 13.0 13.0
j
14.2 3.3 10.9 28.4
1
16.5 4.0 14.0 34.5
1
12.5 1.1 13.8 27.4
1
6.5 .5 5.0 12.0 I
239.1
30L0
218.4
113.3
125.2
13
11.1
20.8
12.2
10.4
Fulton Orchard (Young Rome Trees)
The young Rome trees in the P'ultnn orchard [jrdduccd their first
bloom in 1916 at five years of age IjuI no fruit cop oi importance or
even measurable quantity was produced until 1918 when they were
in their eighth year. Because of pressure of work the blooming rec-
ord was not taken in 1919. The records for the first three years are
not especially significant and sliow merely that there is no tendency
fur any element of fertility citlicr tn luisten or retard fruit l)earing
in yoimg trees.
TABLE XIX.—Effect of Fertilization On Bloom
I'criiMit nf nioniii
I
:!-Year iCalii Over
I
I I I
lltlB
I
l!Pi: iniS
I
Average
I
Check
4.20
I
I 'II
1 INlt., Phos.
I
2.66
I
5.00 | 43.12
2 INlt., Pot.
I
.90 I 1.30
3 |Nlt., Phos., Pot. — .1 3.05
I
2.79
4 IPhos., Pot. — 1 1.64
I
.20
5 ICheck
I
1.35 | .20
fi Nit.
I
1.75
I
.50
7 IPhoa.
I
8.10
I
.70
S jPot. _
I
1.35
I
.70
16.92
I
15.04
2.13
I
.25
36.11
i
1398 I 12.10
.85
4.10
3.30
5.10
.20
89
1.88
I
1 .85
I
2.96
I
.75
I
-.99
-.03
1.08
-1.13
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TABLE XX.—Effect of Fertilization on Total Yield (Young Rome)
Nit., Phos.
Nit., Pot.
Nit., Phos.,
Phos., Pot.
ICheck
Nit.
Phos.
Pot.
Total Yield Total Yield Total Yield Gain in
in Pounds •, in Pounds, in Pounds. Pounds
1918 1919 2 Years Over Check
167.50 39.00 206.50 178.25
16.00 13.25 29.25 1.00
169.50 20.75 190.25 162.00
6.25 13.25 19.50 -8.75
24.00
1
4.25 28.25
2.00
1
5.00 7.00 -21.25
46.00
1
13.25 59.25 31.00
6.25
1
4.00 10.25 -18.00
• No crop worthy of harvewt before liilS.
Fulton Orchard (Young Bearing Trees)
Bloom records were taken in this orchard each year except in
1919 when other work prevented. Tables XXI and XXII show the
detailed record of each variety and the summary for the five years.
TABLE XXI.—Influence of Fertilization On Bloom
Variety—Grimes
Plots
I
Treatment
I
Check
Nit., Phos.
Nit., Pot
Nit., Pot, Phos
Phos., Pot
Check
Nit.
Phos.
Pot. -
Check
Ave. all Checks 5.33 26,56 37.08 22.66
Variety—Ben Davis
Check
I
3.4 | 63.0 ] 21.0 | S.O
Nit., Phos.
I
7.2
J
56.0
|
39.0 | 20.0
|Nit., Pot.
I
9.0
|Nit., Pot, Phos. 112.2
Phos., Pot. 1 2.2
Check
I
7.0
Nit 3.2
Phos 7.2
Pot 7.2
Check 13.2
71.251 35.0
I
52.5
57.0 I 36.0
I
45.0
53.0
1
30.0
I
9.0
27.0
I
14.0
9.0
I
30.0
25.0
I
30.0
23.0
I
46.0
36.0
I
32.0
50.0
67.0
55.0
47.0
78.0
lAve. all Checks .. 7.861 63.661 28.001 18.0
30.0
I
112.5
I
2''.5
20.0
I
74.53| 14.90|-8.31
13.75 ~
""
15.0
30.0
20.0
16.25
15.0
13.0
23.4
24.46
104.95 20.98 -2.23
91.0 18.20 -5.01
133.60 26.72 3.51
107.95 21.59
128.5 25.70 2.49
102.6 20.52 -2.69
93.0 18.60 -4.61
127.0 25.40
116.09 23.21
20.0
1
115.401 23.08
50.0 172.20| 34.44 6.87
53.75 221.501 44.30 16.73
48.0 198.201 39.64 12.07
26.0 120.201 24.04 -3.53
16.0 114.0
1
22.80
31.0 140.201 28.04 .47
28.0 145.201 29.04 1.47
27.4 150.60 30.12 2.55
25.0 184.20 36.84
20.33 137.85 27.57
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Variety—York Imperial
I
.Check 2.6
Nit., Phos. 4.6
Xit., Pot. 6.0
|Nit., Pot., Phos
I
4.4
]Phos., Pot. ! 2.0
Check
Nit.
13.2
10.0
19.0
30.0
50.0
19.0
53.0
37.0
27.2
I
27.0
I
24
3.2
I
29.0
I
54.0
|
16
1.2
I
23.2
I
8.0
[
13
Phos.
I'
2.0
I
13.2
I
21.0
|
3
Pot.
I
1.6
I
32.0
I
28.0 I 3
ICheck 0.4 | 12.4 | 6.0 | 2,
lAve. all Checks | 2.061 18.20| 36.66
I I
I I
86
51
100
114,
SO 17
.00 10
.00| 20
40| 22.
.20| 17
00| 22,
,40| 9
201 8,
36
20 -4.53
00 5.27
88| 8.15
.24| 2.51
40i
,681-5.05
841 -5.89
,721-1.01
,441
,73|
TABLE XXII.—Influence of Fertilization on Bloom (Grimes, Ben
Davis, York Imperial)
I I
1 Check 22.50
2 iNit., Phos. 14.90
3 INit., Pot. 20.98
4 INit., Pot., Phos. 18.20
5 Phos., Pot.
j
26.72
6 ICheck | 21.57
7 Nit.
I
25.70
8 Phos.
I
20.52
9 IPot. 18.60
10 ICheck 25.40
lAve. of Checks | 23.16
re eiit of Bloom, 5-Year Average
e.2
"3
c a
20.98
~<
23.08 17.36
34.44 10.20 19.84 1.98
44.30 20.00 28.42 6.60
39.64 22.88 26.90 5.08
24.04 17.24 22.66 .84
22.80 22.40 22.26
28.04 9.68 21.14 -.68
29.04 8.82 19.46 -2.36
30.12 13.72 20.81 -1.01
36.84 4.44 22.22
27.57 14.73 21.82
A study of Table XXII indicates at first glance tliat a moderate
anKJiint of benefit is derived from tlie use of combined fertilizers but
none from the elements used sinply. An e.xaminalion of the detailed
Table XXI shows at once that there is no imiformily of behavior of
any plant food material or com1)ination of materials tlirou5.jhout tlie
block. This immediately nullifies tlie significance fif the cliance bene-
fits tiiat appear for cetiain plots in Tn))le XX 1 1.
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TABLE XXIII.—Effect of Fertilization On Total Yield
Variety—Grimes
Yield in Pounds
I I I
I I
I S^S
I
1914
I
1915
I
1916 I 1917 | 1918
i
1919 Q.2o
1 I I.I I 1 ^'^'^
ICheck
I
INit, Phos.
I
|Nit., Pot.
I
Nit, Pot., Phos..
IPhos., Pot.
I
Check
!
INit. 1
|Phos.
I
Pot.
I
[Check
[
!Ave. all Checks.
250.81
139.15
155.45
78.84
256.37
482.00
290.18
160.93
154.68
719.50
355.001532.96
341.56(530.60
254.50|395.75
146.00
345.50
317.10
331.62
599.87
438.27
83.28
146.87
102.26
95.60
209.68
237.811
137.331
156.12
51.87!
141.00
154.031
96|149.69|1373,
43| 66 1086
1201,
753
2175
50|1754,
37J18S9,
50|1620,
751 877,
25J1976,
S1I1701,
.74|
.301 -615.27
.76 -499.81
.80 -947.77
.55| 473.98
.641
.471 187.90
.371 -81.20
.49! -824.08
.37
.57
Variety—Ben Davis
ICheck 52.25 110.37 109.00
(Nit., Phos. 1101.50 259.75 269.50
(Nit, Pot. (152.50 306.32 335.31
INit, Phos., Pot.l 320.75 448.55 607.25
(Phos., Pot. _-.( 27.5 98.31 203.75| 69
(Check
I
105.88(118.12 241.501 41
(Nit.
I
166.00(407.25(323.751460
(Phos. j 202.251384.12(251. 25(140
|Pot. ( 354.57(482.25(391.75(440
Check ( 285.56|483.37|325.00(24S
JAve. all Ch-ck3( 147.89|247.28|225.16(l20
I
I [ [
I
283
1028
1569
1759
903
001 944,
0011660.
00(1371
5011167,
001 876
66 701
31.25
208.00'
289.75
190.50
106.00
151.50
25(230.50
00( 11.87
25| 44.25
25| 40.25
251 74.33
I
658.87|
'2167.00l
2971. o3(
3806.801
1407 Sll
1602.501
3247.751
2460.49
2S80.57(
2258.431
1506.571
I
660.43
1165.06
2300.23
-98.76
1741.18
953.92
1374.00
Variety—York Imperial
(Check
(Nit, Phos. _.
(Nit., Pot.
Nit, Phos., Pot.
.( 65.43(334.31
25.75 83.12
248.87(198.62
94.751195.50
(Phos., Pot.
( 17.75ll84.00( 79
(check
I
44.001369.44(443
14.06(183.87| 36,
24.87( 50.121249
17.50(114.31(103.
00.001 45.181 20.
36.471294.641159
INit.
(Phos.
|Pot
ICheck
|Ave. all Checks
' No records secured on tlii.s block Uii.->
I
I
1204.50(1758.241
794.75(1289.12
2267.25(3592.491
1693.75(2794.75(
369.00(1283.501
530.75|1962.44!
594.69|103fi 121
229.75| 689.49
177.75[ 600 06
365.00(ll04.S51
700.0711439.92
-150.80
2152.57
1354.83
-156.42
403.80
-750.43
-839.86
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A study of Table XXIII reveals merely a striking lack, in uni-
formity of behavior. There is no single material or combination of
materials that has gone throughout the three series without reversing
its reaction in relation to the check plots. Nor is the summary in
Table XXIV much more satisfactory. It is true that five of the fer-
tilizer plots showed a gain over the checks and only two showed a
loss but it is difficult to explain why Plot 2 should show a loss and
Plot 4 a gain when both have had the same treatment for the last
five years since the potash applications were discontinued. In short
after considering the wide discrepancies in Tables XXIII and XXIV
the only safe deduction that may be drawn from the tables is that
the fertilizers have proved to be absolutely inefTective and without
value.
TABLE XXIV.- -Summary of the Effect of Fertilizers On Total
Yield of the Three Varieties
s,
1
Trealnient
Check
Nit.. Phos.
Nit., Pot.
Nit., Pot.. PhoB.
Phos.. Pol.
Check
§3Ba
1373.74
1086.30
1201.76
753.80
2175.55
1754.64
1889.47
1620.37
877.49
1976.37
1701.57
Total
Yield
In
I'ounds
In
6
Years,
Ben
Davis
Total
Yield
in
Pounds
In
5
Y'ears,
York
Imp.
Total
Yield,
All
Varieties its
1
2
3
4
6
658.87
2167.00
2971.63
3806.80
1407.81
1602.50
3247.75
2460.49
2880.57
2258.43
1506.57
1758.24
1289.12
3592.49
2794.75
1283.50
1962.44
1036.12
689.49
600.06
1104.85
1439.92
1
3790.851
4542.42
7765,88,
7355351
4866.861
5319. 58|
6173.341
4770.35|
4358.121
5339.651
4718.061
1
-175.64
3047.82
2637.29
148.80
7 Nit. 1455.28
8 Phos. 52.29
9 Pot -359.94
10 f^hf-ck
Ave. all Checks
In a few instances a count was made oi tlic iiumbci' of fruits in
the crop harvested. These data shown in Tal)lc .XXV merely siip-
]»ort the negative results already secured.
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TABLE XXV.—Effect of Fertilization on Number of Fruit Produced
Variety—Grimes
No. of Apples Produced
1 Check
2 Nit, Phos.
3 Nit, Pot.
4 Nit., Pot, Phos.
5 Phos., Pot
6 [Check
7 |Nit
8 IPhos.
9 |Pot
10 icheck
Ave. of Checks
Variety—Ben Davis
1 jCheck
2 |Nit., Phos.
3 |Nit, Pot.
4 JNit, Pot, Phos.
5 jPhos.. Pot
6 icheck
7 |Nit
8 |Phos.
9 |Pot
10 jCheck
|Ave. of Checks
I
Variety—York Imperial
I
1 ICheck
2 |Nit., Phos.
3 INit., Pot
4 |Nit, Pot., Phos.
5 IPhos., Pot.
6 ICheck
7 INit
8 jPhos.
9 IPot
10 ICheck
|Ave. of Checks ;.
_ J^
* No records secured.
1
1914
1
1915 1
. 562
470
511
234
701
1052
1001
719
398
1020
1
878
1687
j
2249
1841
I
2311
254 315
472 843
662 762
1239 1169
1 115 263
!
422 315
721 1094
887 947
1440 1309
1260 1419
645 683
12V6
1145
2665
1617
2437
1594
1085
2634
1979
1465
4873
5759
8373
4447
4625
1787
1379
3366
2669
3438
2313
1483
3654
2857
2034
6188
7183
10781
4825
5362
-546
-1070
-1478
509
581
-544
-1374
7951
J
9766
6394 I 8228
5894
i
8643
1345
2340
5948
-18
4923
3385
3800
4457
3515
7136
4843
433
558
190
231
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From the number of fruits and the weight of the crop
it is a simple matter to work out the average size of the apples grown
under the several treatments. This information appears in Table
XXVI but shows no evidence of beneficial action by fertilizers. In
fact only three out of the seven treated plots show a gain in size of
apples over the checks.
TABLE XXVI.—Effect of Fertilization On Weight of Individual
Apples
Average
Wt.
In
Lbs.
3-Yr.
Ave.,
Ben
Davis
Average
Wt.
In
Lhs.
2-yr.
Ave..
York
Imp.
Average
Wt.
In
Lbs.
Grimes
2-Year
Ave.
Average
Wt.
In
Lbs.
of
Indlv.
Apples
of
All
Vars.
Gain
in
Wt.
Over
Average
of
Checks
.21 .41 .29 .30
.22 .45 .25 .31 .01
.27 .36 .26 .30
.23 .33 .26 .27 -.03
.21 .45 .29 .32 .02
.21 .44 .29 .31
.23 .40 .28 .30
.23 .44 .32 .33 .03
.23 .34 .28 .28 -.02
.22 .40 .27 .30
.21 .41 .28 .30
I I
1 ICheck
I
2 |Nit., Phos.
I
3 Nit., Pot.
4 Icomplete |
5 |Ph08., Pot. I
6 ICheck
I
7 JNit.
8 IPhos.
I
9 iPot. '
10 ICheck :
I Ave. all Checks —
The final point considered in connection with the yield of fruit
in this block is the effect of the fertilizers upon the market grades.
Two grades only were made, merchantable fruit and culls. As might
be expected practically all the fruit produced upon these young trees
was suitable for market. The percentage of culls or small apples
is not increased or diminiphcd bv the use or non-use of fertilizers.
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TABLE XXVII.—Effect of Fertilization On Grades of Fruit
Variety—Grimes
s
TmUiin'iil
2
a
1
1
ICheck
Nit., Phos. ...
1107.95
833.32
3
4
INit, Pot.
Nit., Pot., Phos.
611.31
479.38
5
6
7
Phos., Pot.
ICheck
|Nit.
1671.05
1241.55
1441.71
S jPhos. 1103.62
q |Pot. 715.25
10 ICheck
[Ave. all Checks
1
1543.00
1297.50
20.85 98.15 1.85
23.68 97.35 2.65
21.02 96.67 3.33
16.79 96.61 3.39
155.92 99.23 .77
2«.89 97.72 2.28
34.21 97.69 2.31
1«.87 98.31 1.69
14.62 97.99 2.01
29.62 98.11 1.89
26.45 98.00 2.00
Variety—Ben Davis
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Check 1 348.87
Nit, Phos.
I
1581.25
Nit, Pot 2336.81
I
I
INit, Pot., Phos.
IPhos., Pot
'Check
INit.
jPhos.
|Pot
'Check
lAve. all Checks
I
3079.62
1216.25
1398.87
2539.00
'2256.50
2374.07
1941.62
1229.78
12.75
28.25
10.61
56.68
16.56
11.12
18.25
16.12
21.75
28.56
14.47
96.47 3.53
98.24 1.76
99.16 .84
98.19 1.81
98.65 1.35
99.21 .79
99.28 .72
99.29 .71
99.09 .91
98.55 1.45
98.83 1.17
Variety—York Imperial
1 ICheck
I
413.12
2 INit, Phos.
I
151.87
3 Nit, Pot
I
632.27
4 INit., Pot., Phos.
I
388.50
5 IPhos.. Pot.
I
280.62
6 ICheck | 853.81
7 INit.
I
239.37
8 IPhos.
I
324.00
9 IPot I 233.12
10 ICheck
I
65.07
Ave. all Checks I 444.00
( 2.62 1 99.37 1 .63
.50 1 99.67 1 .33
5.37 1 99.15 1 .85
1 1.50 1 98.85 1 1.15
1 .87 1 99.69 1 .31
1 2.87 1 99.66 1 .34
1
.78 1 99.67 1 .33
1
.85 I 99.73 1 .27
1 2.68 1 98.86 ! 1.14
1 .46 1 99.29 1 .71
1
1.98 1 99.55 1 .45
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lli..k Pl.it.
I*ractii.-ally All I.cuvis (iff.
'I'lir..' I.l.». Nilriite So.la, Mx 1,1. s, .Silriit. .s.mIii
About, OTi.i-fcmrlh I>eBV«a Off. I'mctlcaliy All l,«iivo» (Hi.
Fig. 5.- These PIrtures Were Taken October fi, 1919.
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Effects of Nitrate of Soda On Starved Trees
The test made in this case was begun in 1917 to study the elfects
of nitrate of soda when used as a stimulant to growth of greatly de-
vitalized trees. The trees, which were making very poor growth and
carrying only a sparse, yellow foliage, responded almost immediately
to the applications. Within ten days the foliage took on a greener
color and a liberal growth of new leaves appeared. In the fall the
small yellow leaves of the check plot dropped early while those of
tlie nitrogen plots hung much later. On October 12, 1918, the second
year of the experiment, the check plot had lost 95 percent of its
foliage': the one-pound plot, 65 percent; the two-pound plot, 35 per-
cent; and the three-pound, foiu'-pound, and si.\-poimd plots only 5
to 10 percent.
TABLE XXVIII.—Effect of Nitrate of Soda On Starved Trees
1 Lb. per Tree
2 Lbs. per Tree
3 Lbs. per Tree
Check
4 Lbs. per Tree
6 Lbs. per Tree
Ciri'iiniferelK-e of Tnink in Indies Gain in
in Imlies
Inches
1
Over
l!l|7
1
H118 null
2.00
Clieck
9.50 10.91 11.50 1.42
12.50 13.25 14.04 1.54 .96
14.00 15.83 17.00 3.00 2.42
12.58 13.00 13.16 .58
lo.as 11.75 1,'!.95 2.12 1.54
14.00 15.25 18.25 4.25 3.67
Annual 'fwig Growtl in Inches Average Gain in
1917 1918 1(119
5.52
7.39
10.92
4.59
9.53
11.00
11.53
12.12
12.26
2.59
18.92
24.50
V.86 1
7.46 1
S.S6
.'2.43
9.23
11.80
Check
4 Lbs. per Tree
6 Lbs. per Tree
Length of Inches
firowih in Over
Itu'hcs Check
8.30 5.10
8.98 5.7cS
10.68 7.48
3.20
12.56 9.36
15.76 12.56
Table XXVIII speaks for itself. The measiut-meiits were taken
at the close of the growing seasons indicated. It is ]ierfectl_\- clear
that the use of even one pound of nitrate of soda per tree produced
worth-while results and that increasing benefits were derived up to
the largest amount used. It will be noticed that the average twig
growth has increased roughly two inches for everv added pound of
the material used. No records were taken of yield from these trees
as it was impossible to be on the ground at the proper titne.
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EFFECTS OF EARLY AND LATE APPLICATIONS OF
NITRATE OF SODA
Several writers have called attention to the necessity of applying
nitrate of soda to the trees before growth starts in order to secure
maximum benefits. Lewis *found that in Oregon it was advisable
to make the application a month before growth started and claimed
that it had a beneficial effect upon the setting of fruit for the current
season. In 1918 and 1919 early and late applications were made in
all the orchards in the experiment except in the Reynolds orchard
where the test was conducted only in 1918. Table XXIX shows the
effect upon setting of fruit and upon tree growth for that year.
TABLE XXIX.—Effects of Early and Late Applications Upon Set
of Fruit and Twig Growth (Reynolds Orchard)
720 42
625 40
667 46
597 26
668 21
469 16
676 24
425 10
2 |Nit., Phos. ..|Early, Mar.. 20-311
3 INIt.. Phos. „|Late, May, 20-30
8 iNit., Phos. —lEarly, Mar., 20-311
7 |Nit., Phos. .-ILate, Mav, 20-30|
4 Nit. Early, Mar., 20-311
!) |Nit. ILate, May, 20-30,
5 iCheck I I
10 ;check 1 I
Except fur liie apparent benefit of the nitrogen-phosphorus com-
bination on set of fruit prcviousl\ noted (page 27) there are no
outstanding points in this table and most certainly in rcsjject to set
of fruit there is no l^enefit chargeable to the early application of the
fertilizer. In regard to twig growth there seems to be a slight but
uniform benefit from the early application. As this increase only
ranges from .3 inch to .5 inch it is neither very remarkable nor con-
clusive.
Fulton Orchard (Young Rome)
The records in this orchard seem to be about as indeterminate
as those in the Reynolds orchard. In this instance the benefits from
early applications are lacking in tree growth and while they resulted
in an increased yield for ihe fruit croj) the first year the reverse was
true the second year, thus rendering the ilata itunnclusive.
' Oregon Kxp. Sin. Hiil. III.
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TABLE XXX.—Effects of Early and Late Applications of Nitrate
of Soda on Young Rome
Trunk Circumference
Time r.f AprliVati.
March 20-31
May 20-30 _.
Trunk Circumference in Inclies
9.70
9.07
12.10
12.05
13.91
13.72
Total Iii.r. Gain in
in inches Indies fcir
Trunli Cir
.,
Later
2-Yr. Application
4.21
4.65
Twig Growth
Time nf Applicatic
March 20-31
May 20-30 .
Average Length of Growth in Inches
17.44
17.54
13.67
14.49
Gain in
Inches for
Later
Applicatior
15.55
16.01
Yield
Time of Application
March 20-31
May 20-30 _.
Total Yield in Pounds
191S i9in 2-Years
16.00
2.00
5.00
13.25
21.00
15.25
Cain in
Lbs. for
Later
.\pplicatlon
111 the case of the young bearing trees there is no definite reac-
tion to either early or late applications of fertilizers. The data upon
this point should not be misinterpreted for they simply indicate that
fertilizers are of no value in this experiment regardless of time of
application and they have no bearing upon the relative value of early
or late applications in cases where favorable response would follow
fertilizer treatment. As a matter of fact our information upon this
point indicates that an application made just as the Inids arc lircaking
is more effective than an application after lilooming.
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TABLE XXXI.—Effect of Early and Late Applications of Nitrate of
Soda on the Trunk Circumference of Grimes, Ben Davis,
and York Imperial.
Trunk Circumference In Indies
Grimes March '0-31 _. 18.00 I 19.50
!May 20-30 18.37
Ben Davis|March 20-31 l 18.93 I 20.68
;May 20-30 19.75 21.45
York iMarch 20-31 I 20.20 | 22.50
Imperial IMay 20-30 20.50 22.18
23.60
24.00
TABLE XXXII.—Effect of Early and Late Applications of Nitrate
of Soda on the Twig Growth of Grimes, Ben Davis
and York Imperial.
I
Average Length of Growth In Indies
YearlVri.iu
Viirloty u( .Viiplkiition
Grimes
I
IMarch 20-31
IMay 20-30 ..
Hen Da visl March 20-31
•May 20-30 .
York IMarch 20-31
Imperial IMay 20-30 .
lOIS
1
1919 I-
8.30
1
S.87 1
9.85 8.92 1
10.40 9.70 1
10.58 8.58 1
8.46 9.84
6.25 7.70 1
1
i.aiu III
Inches foi
Later
.^liplic-ati.
10.05
9.5S
9.15
6.97
.80
-.47
-2. IS
TABLE XXXIII.—Effect of Early and Late Applications of Nitrate
of Soda on the Total Yield of Grimes, Ben Davis,
and York Imperial.
Tiilal Yk'IJ 111 Pnilllil.s
Cain III
I.lis. fi>r
riciil Later
Aim all. .11
Grimes |March 20-31
IMay 20-.3O .-
Hen IJavIslMarch 20-31
IMay 20-30 .
IMarch 20-31
324.06 11201.76 | 1525.82
645.62 jl88l).47
I
2535.09
1569.00 [2971.63 | 4540.63 i
1660.25 13247.75 I 4908.00 i
No
Imperial jMay 20-30 ) record |103ti.l2 | 1036.12 I
1009.27
367.37
-2556.37
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CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF FERTILIZERS
There is some evidence furnished by this series of experiments
to indicate that one may expect increasing or accumulating benefits
from fertiHzers if they prove to be at all eiTective. In the Reynolds
orchard the nitrogen-fed trees are now noticeably larger than the
others and should begin to shov^^ increasingly larger gains over the
check plots. As a matter of fact this is beginning to be apparent to
a slight degree. On the other hand, the Fulton orchards are not
showing any more tendency to react favorably to artificial feeding
than at the beginning of the experiment. If a test of fertilizers on
old land fails to show beneficial results in two or three years it is
doubtful if it ever will as long as good culture may be kept up unless
at soine future time the orchard should exhaust itself by unusually
heavy cropping. This point is of interest to the orchardist since
it obviates the necessity of his making an extended test to determine
the fertilizer needs of his own orchard.
INDIRECT BENEFITS OF FERTILIZERS
The Reynolds orchard is showing an interesting result which is
producing an indirect effect upon the trees. The cover crops have
always been benefited by the fertilizer applications, particularly phos-
phorus and nitrogen. Thus -the soil in these plots has been slowly
improved by the plowing under of these crops. In 1918 when the
orchard was seeded to red clover a splendid stand was secured in all
plots to which phosphorus had been added but the check plots and
the nitrogen-potassium plots were absolutely barren. Of course the
growing and returning of the plants to the soil will in time have a
beneficial effect upon the trees themselves. In the Fulton orchards
the cover crojis have been affected but not to such an extent.
A RECENT THEORY IN PLANT NUTRITION
In the full interpretation of experiments such as have been de-
scribed in this bulletin one cannot overlook the important work of
Kraus and Kraybill.* These men, after careful work with the to-
mato, call attention to the fact that there are two classes of materials
in a plant that play important parts in growth and reproductive
activities of the plant. One of these classes, called the carbohydrates,
includes such substances as sugars and starch which are prepared
' Oregon Exp. Sta., Bui. 149 (1918).
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within the leaves of the plant. The other class includes nitrogen,
which is absorbed directly through the roots. These investigators
have shown that there must be a certain balance between the two
classes before a satisfactory vegetative vigor and fruit production
may be expected. They show that four general conditions with
regard to this -balance are possible.
1.—Nitrogen may be abundant, but accompanied by a defi-
ciency in carbohydrates, resulting in a weak, slender growth and little
or no production of fruit buds.
2.—Nitrogen may be abundant and a sufificient supply of carbo-
hydrates present to utilize all the nitrogen, resulting in a strong,
vigorous, vegetative development, but with little or no tendency to
fruit.
3.—Nitrogen may be abundant and an excess of carbohydrates
may be present, resulting in a vigorous growth and an abundant
production of vigorous fruit buds.
4.—There may be a deficiency of nitrogen, although an abundant
supply of carbohydrates, resulting in a weak growth, small yellow
leaves and scarcity of fruit buds; or if fruit buds are formed, they
arc weak and not likely to set fruit.
It is clear that if an orchard were in the condition indicated in
the third group it might be injured by a nitrogen fertilization, for
the nitrf)gcn supply might be raised sufficiently to thiow it into gmup
two. Also if such an orchard were given a heavy pruning, it might
reduce the leaf area and the stored carbohydrates in the top to such
;.n extent that it would bring about the condition in group two. On
the other hand, this orchard might be seeded to a heavy sod and so
much moisture and nitrogen diverted frr)m the tree that the charac-
teristic starved condition of group four wnuld be at'.ained. Many
BJmilar illustrations could be called to mind, but they would only
show what is already indicated ; namely, that the nutrition of a tree
may be influenced by many orchard ])ractices other than the applica-
tion of fertilizers. The wise grower will attem])t by a skilful blend-
ing of cultural practices, pnming, anrl fertilization to maintain his
orchard in the condition of group three with a mininuun of expense
and efTort.
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PHILOSOPHY OF APPLE ORCHARD FERTILIZATION
The work of Batchelor and Reed * denumstrated the extreme
variability of individual apple trees and even of individual plots.
Their conclusions indicate that all orchard fertilizer experiments
heretofore conducted are subject to a large probable error and should
be discotnited accordingly. Viewed in this light, we can safely place
confidence only in the most constant and clear cut results.
When we consider in connection with the West Virginia experi-
ments those already reviewed in this bulletin, it is possible to draw
some general deductions and state a few general principles of orchard
fertilization that would seem to have a fairly wide application.
It is, first of all, clear that the apple tree will thrive upon soils
of moderate or low producing power as gauged by farm crops. The
W'est Virginia experiments supply ample proof of this.
It is apparent that there are many orchards in this country that
will not respond to the use of fertilizers. The experiments in New
York, New Hampshire, Maine, West Virginia, and at least one in
Pennsylvania, demonstrate this fact.
Since the experiments that have shown beneficial results from the
use of commercial fertilizers were conducted almost without excep-
tion in sod orchards or with abnormally starved trees, and since those
which did not respond to fertilizers were all under cultivation, we
can but conclude that fertilizers are of value mainly as a substitute
for cultivation and good orchard culture, or as a tonic and quick re-
storative for starved and devitalized trees.
If one must use sod culture because his lands or his prejudices
are too steep or rock-ribbed to permit of cultivation, then artificial
fertilization will proJiably need to be employed to overcome the ef-
fects of the grass croj), imless the orchard soil is exceptionally fertile
and well watered.
Of the three common elements of plant food material, nitrogen
is the only one that has been uniformly ])eneficial in the orchard that
responded favorably to the use of fertilizers. It was of greatest value
when applied in a readily available form such as nitrate of soda. The
\ alue of phosphorus seems to l)e mainly in its effects upon co\er crops
and sod coverings. Potassium is rarely beneficial.
We cannot hope to influence color of the fruit liy the application
of the ordinary plant food materials found in commercial fertilizers.
•.(..iirnal of .\gr. Resoarr-li. V.il. XU, ml 2'1"i.283. (1918).
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CONCLUSIONS
It is doubtful if the average orchard in West \'irginia needs com-
mercial fertilizers if it is given reasonably good attention and cul-
tivation Avith cover crops is practiced. Yellowish, sickly looking
trees in sod or starved trees on worn out, even though cultivated soil,
should be treated with some quickly available form of nitrogen, such
as nitrate of soda. A good application is 2j/2 pounds for a small tree
or 5 pounds for a mature tree. It should be applied in the spring
just as growth is starting. Acid phosphate will be of value in grow-
ing a better sod mulch, or cover crop, but its direct value to the tree
is still in cjuestion. West \'irginia soils are well supplied with potash
and the orchardist can undoubtedly safel}"^ ignore this material.
Orchard fertilization should not be considered, except in con-
junction with other orchard practices, such as culture, spraying, and
])runing. All such factors directly affect the welfare <if the orciiard
and thus influence the nutrition of the trees.
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